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KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Tata Communications cyber-threat intelligence service integrates with combination of over 
60+ open source and commercial threat providers to provide early warnings on emerging 
threats globally. Cyber-threat intelligence is any information that can help an organization 
to identify, assess, monitor and respond to cyber-threats.

Indicators of compromise feeds:
Our customers can avail our refined Indicators of Compromise (IoC) feeds for proactive 
protection from threats or to configure for SIEM  detections. They can even pull or retrieve 
our IoC feed using API integration.

Customer specific advisory:
For customer specific (contextualized) advisory reports, we have created a view in the 
catalyst (SPOG). This advisory portal will be viewable for customers and includes threat 
reports applicable to their organization. Customer also gets automated emails with the 
contextualized advisory reports.

Data enrichment - partnered with leading threat intel providers:
- Real-time monitoring on deep and dark web for searching specific environment and 

technology infrastructure
- Commercial feed to supplement and enrich the existing IoC
- Customer exposure scanning - data leakage, attack anticipation
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SOLUTION FITMENT

Proactively stopping malware, ransomware and 
advanced threats:
Use CTIaaS feeds, to block malicious tra�c at perimeter 
devices - next-generation firewalls, IDS/IPS systems and 
secure web gateways etc.

Improved detection capabilities and threat hunting:
CTIaaS feeds can be used as watch/monitor list to detect            
malicious activities within the customer’s network. With 
real time threat indicators, malware signatures and 
domain reputation, CTIaaS boosts the e�ectiveness and e�ciency of customer security solutions and use 
the intelligence data to perform threat hunting.

Threat score based prioritization security and response:
Huge noise or false positives may burden the security operations team to properly investigate events,     
forcing them to triage which instances need investigation or which events look normal and may be ignored. 
Our CTIaaS feeds can provide situational awareness, attaching threat scores to indicators, SOC would know 
when to query the intel platform to investigate a high-priority threat anomaly. This will save time and get 
contextual threat data on the events being investigated and can help reduce false positives. Based on this 
feed, organisations can automate his ticketing system with contextual threat data and accordingly assign 
ticket priority.

Triage & remediation
Cybercriminals conduct attacks in waves using multiple tools and techniques. By using CTIaaS, security          
operations team will know which indicators to look for as they search through the artifacts left after an  
intrusion incident. Using CTIaaS in this way provides context to security teams, so they can quickly search 
for and remove any attacker’s residual connections from the network.

KEY FEATURES
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CONTEXTUALIZED THREAT
INTELLIGENCE

CONTEXTUALIZED IOC’S

COMPREHENSIVE THREAT
INDICATOR SCORING
METHODOLOGY

A COMPREHENSIVE PLATFORM
INTEGRATED WITH
COMMERCIAL AND OPEN
SOURCE THREAT INTEL

Customer exposure scanning - data leakage, attack anticipation

Threat landscape - advisory reports

Vulnerability details pertaining to customer’s technology stack

Identification and take down of phishing domain

Customer and industry specific IoC

Consumption of IoC - feed integration in existing security products

Providing high confidence IoC reducing false positives

Powered by AI and machine learning to analyses massive amount of 

threat intel data

Centralize and contextualize variety of threat data

Machine learning and AI based search platform to search across dark web, 

social media and underground forums

Based around open standards for consumption by existing security tools
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